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Bean Around The World

            
            Take the role of a coffee trader in this fun, fast paced business simulation.
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Beat the Box

            
            Solve problems, crack codes and unravel mysteries to beat the clock.
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Blockbusters - Remote

            
            Something BIG is happening at your company. It’s time to create some hype and tell the world! 
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Break Out Bingo

            
            Break Out Bingo is a fast-paced networking energizer, where individuals ‘speed date’ to complete a virtual Bingo Card.
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Bridging The Divide

            
            Construct a bridge with limited resources, strict timelines & communication barriers.
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Building A Dream

            
            Collaboration to assemble & decorate bicycles to give to children in need. 
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Chain Reaction TableTop

            
            Collaborate to design and build a cascading series of devices.  
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City Build

            
            Plan, design and construct a giant model city that is functional and cohesive.
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Colour Assessment

            
            The best teams understand themselves and the other people in their team, the Colours Assessment helps teams to do this. 
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Colour Assessment Remote

            
            Learn about your personal and your team mates' behaviour and online communication styles.
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Crescendo

            
            Play together as a string orchestra In less than one hour!
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CSI La Hacienda Online

            
            Teams sharpen their deductive reasoning and collaborative decision making in this immersive 3D whodunnit.
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CSI Space Odyssey

            
            Inclusive, multiplayer game that encourages good remote collaboration skills in solving a crime in outer space  
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Drone Control

            
            Teams fly a drone through a slalom of man-made obstacles perfecting their choreographed moves together to become the winning team!
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Escape the Maze

            
            Action packed, GPS triggered escape trail that challenges teams to puzzle their way back to reality.
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Flat Out Formula One

            
            Construct, decorate and race a life-size cardboard F1 racing car.
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Flat Out Pyramid Puzzle

            
            Collaborate to construct puzzle sections that join to form a giant pyramid.
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Global Innovation Game

            
            Generate new ideas to pitch and invest Dragons Den style
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        Gen Z Workforce Engagement Strategies 


        
            Trailblazers! Let's dive into engaging Gen Z in the workforce— and here's why? 

        

        Read more  
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Values in Action: Trust, Resilience and Innovation

                    
                    UNHCR used the innovative team assessment tool as a debrief after their team building activity, here it's how it went
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Onboarding by Solving a Murder Mystery

                    
                    A global consultancy wanted to give their new hires a proper onboarding and induction and here's how it went...
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Bringing the Code of Conduct to Life 

                    
                    A team building event that incorporates the values of Crédit Agricole CIB's Code of Conduct, read more here.
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                        Team Building Asia is the exclusive licensed partner of Catalyst Team Building products in Hong Kong, China and Macau.
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                    FAQ
OUR LOCATIONS

HONG KONG
Hong Kong, Macau
Tel / WhatsApp: +852 3001 5872[image: ][image: ]
Email: hongkong@teambuildingasia.com




CHINA
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen
Telephone: +86 21 5295 5275[image: ][image: ]
WeChat: 亚洲团建Team Building Asia
Email: china@teambuildingasia.com



SINGAPORE
Telephone: +65 3129 3808[image: ][image: ]
WhatsApp: +852 9799 8706[image: ][image: ]

	Email: singapore@teambuildingasia.com
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